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While at the International Literacy Association Conference in Austin this past 

July, I saw a demonstration of Seesaw, a flexible, digital multi-media portfolio 

system that enables teachers and students to organize their work, 

communicate and collaborate with others (including families), schedule 

activities and track progress over time.  Seesaw has many engaging 

capabilities that expand how students can develop their own products and 

respond to others work.  Students and teachers can create and upload 

artifacts in multiple formats including photos, videos, drawings or text.  

Students also have multiple ways of annotating work including drawing or 

voice in addition to text, adding novelty and flexibility to commentaries!   

At the demonstration I witnessed how easily teachers could share directions 

for assignments with the entire class and then have students upload their 

responses for teacher and/or peer review and commentaries. One assignment 

asked students to read a text to identify and provide evidence for character 

traits. Students each took snapshots of selected pages, added labels and 

colored highlights for evidence and then added their own commentary to 

summarize their findings, all in a digital format!  Using mixed media made the 

activity intriguing and the attractive product motivated peers to add 

comments. 

This system is easy to learn and can be used across grade levels and content 

areas.  Reviews by teachers are consistently positive noting that students 

enjoy using this app, and through its use, enhance writing and 

communication skills, creativity, critical thinking and reflection.   Of particular 

interest to me were teacher comments indicating that this app promotes 

student reflection and deeper attention to writing prior to publishing, knowing 

peers will view and comment on their work.   An added benefit is a library of 

teacher activity ideas illustrating what others have done to help get you 

started.  The basic app is free for teachers and contains most features for up 

to two classes.  Advanced versions are also available at cost which track 

student progress and expand teacher notes and the number of classes that 

can be added.  If time-saving methods for collaboration and portfolios are of 

interest to you, check out this app at:   https://web.seesaw.me/ 

https://web.seesaw.me/

